Indicators of the influence a peripheral vestibular deficit has on vestibulo-spinal reflex responses controlling postural stability.
For a controlled sway stabilization task, the areas underlying EMG responses in ankle and neck muscles, as well as amplitudes of ankle torque responses, were shown to be significantly correlated with the clinically defined extent of a patient's peripheral vestibular deficit. The responses, elicited by ankle dorsiflexion of the support surface on which the subject stood, were statistically examined in order to select those measurements which would best indicate differences between a normal, a patient with a unilateral deficit, or one with a bilateral deficit. For this purpose, a stepwise discriminant analysis was performed on measurements of head and trunk angular accelerations in addition to muscle EMG and ankle torque signals. The primary measurements selected to optimally assign a subject to a population were the periods of ankle torque and neck extensor activity associated with correcting for the imposed body displacement backwards and maintaining upright head position respectively. The resulting division into populations was 100% correct. However, within the population of unilateral deficit patients, the technique failed to correctly identify those with acute from those with compensated deficit. This technique of investigating vestibulo-spinal reflex responses is more specific and sensitive than Romberg tests, because it will quantify and specify the underlying cause of the patient's balance and ambulatory disorder.